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PREFACE

E ver since the first year of war, the British people and their
Government have had in mind the problems and duties which
will be laid upon them and their Allies the moment the firing
ceases. They have known that the first day of peace will call
them not to a time of rest or self-congratulation, but to new
endeavors. They have known, even during the darkest days of
the war, when their hearts and minds were absorbed in fighting
the enemy, that it was vitally necessary to lay plans for the
future, so that the devastation of war should not destroy the
hopes and promise of peace. By now we have surely learnt that
peace can only be maintained by the energy, sacrifice and
courage so eagerly displayed in war. lt is not enough to make
plans: we must direct our minds and our hearts towards an
understanding of the prolonged effects not only of suffering but
of brutality and evil; we must train for patience, for self-denial
and, above all, for tolerance. Without these things we build our
hopes on sand. With them we shall build a civilization worthy
of those who died for it.

W
e believe that the best future for mankind lies in full cooperation and good understanding
between all the peoples of the
United Nations and that our policy :q mst be continually directed
to that end and purpose.
SIR KINGSLEY Woon
House of Commons, February 2, 1943

N o democratic world will work as it should work until we recognize that we can only enjoy any right so long as we are prepared
to discharge its equivalent duty. This applies just as much to states
in their dealing with one another as to individuals within the states.
MR. ANTHONY EDEN
Bellevue, Manchester, October 25, 1941
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W
e and others will have to get rid of the idea that we have a
right to be judges in our own cause .... We and the rest will have
to accept the judgment of the general body of nations, in some
cases where it conflicts with our own judgment and even with
our immediate interests . . .. We shall cultivate a new kind of
loyalty - a double loyalty to our country and to the world as a
whole.
MR. HERBERT MORRISON
West Bromwich, May 9, 1943
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We

must try- I am speaking, of course, only for ourselves to make the Council of Europe, or whatever it may be called, into
a really effective league, with all the strongest forces concerned
woven into its texture, with a High Court to adjust disputes and
with forces, armed forces, national or international or both, held
ready to enforce these decisions and to prevent renewed aggression and the preparation of future wars.
MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL

Broadcast, March 21, 1943
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No

single one of these
problems can _be solved on
the purely national plane.
0
0
Each one of them, whether
military, political or economic, can be solved only on
the international plane. It is
only if we are able to create
a genuine international society that we shall be able to
create a genuine peace. If we fail (and it is possible that we shall
fail) human society as we have known it will dissolve into
anarchy.
MR. RICHARD LA w

world association is the aim, fully representative .. . with a
unified resolve to work out and implement a positive policy .. .
and possessing ... a force fully sufficient to achieve its agreed
purposes and restrain those who would impede them.

London, July 19, 1943

MR. HERBERT MORRISON

London, February 24, 1943

W
e desire no territorial gains and no commercial favors; we
,. wish to alter no sovereignty or frontier for our own benefit or profit.
MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL

London, November 10, 1942

N
o nation can close its frontiers and hope to live secure. We
cannot have prosperity in one country and misery in its neighbor, peace in one hemisphere and war in the other .... We shall
never find security or progress within heavily defended national
fortresses; we shall only find them by the greatest possible measure.
of cooperation.

We

have no secret engagements or secret commitments of any
kind towards any other Power at all.

MR. ANTHONY EDEN

MR.

Annapolis, March 26, 1943

House of Commons, February 11, 1943

ANTHONY EDEN
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Q ur inflexible insistence upon unconditional surrender does
not mean that we shall stain our victorious arms by wrong and
cruel treatment of whole populations. But justice must be done
upon the wicked and the guilty.
MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL

House of Commons, February 11, 1943

T he policy of His Majesty's Government is to plan for the fullest
possible political, economic and social development of the Colonies
within the British Empire, and in close cooperation with neighboring and friendly nations.
MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL

House of Commons, March 17, 1943
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T his country, despite its difficulties and its fewer resources, is determined to do
what it can within its power
to help in the immediate relief of post-war Europe, even
though at some expense of
sacrifice to ourselves, because we understand perfectly well that the immediate
alleviation of this problem is
essential to the recovery of Europe and to our own recovery as
well.
MR. ANTHONY EDEN

House of Commons, December 2, 1942

Q

ur ultimate aim in the Colonial Empire is to see self-government established in the various territories.
GoLONEL OLIVER STANLEY

Oxford, March 7, 1943

I ndian nationalism, the desire to see India's destiny directed by
Indian hands free from all external control, is not confined to any
one party in India. It is shared by all. To that aim we in this
country have solemnly pledged ourselves before India and before
the world. In the name of His Majesty's Government, I repeat that
pledge today.
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Govern~ent

T he immediate desire of H. M.
is to bring encouragement and hope of liberation to the enslaved peoples of Europe, to
support those elements who are prepared to act at the right moment against our enemies and to encourage them to unite for that
purpose . . .. When the Allied countries are liberated it will be the
aim of the United Nations, and in particular of His Majesty's Government for whom alone I can speak with authority, to apply the
principles enshrined in the Atlantic Charter and to re-establish
Governments representative of the wishes of the peoples concerned.

MR. L. S. AMERY

LORD CRANBORNE

House of Commons, October 8, 1942

House of Lords, July 22, 1943
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Q

ur duty is to act as a bridge and there is nobody who can play
that part but us - nobody else. It is to us that the nations of Europe
will look ... for a message as to our attitude after the war....
What is our message to them? ... I would like our answer to be,
"Whatever we can do to help you to re-establish your ruined
economies we will do. The first need of Europe will be to build up
an enduring system of defense against the possibility of renewed
German aggression. We are prepared to make qur contribution to
that system and we are prepared to do this because we understand full well that peace and security in Europe are part of our
own peace and security; and never again shall we turn our backs
on Europe."
MR. ANTHONY EDEN

House of Commons, February 3, 1943

House of Commons, December 2, 1942

I regard it as a definite part of the duty and responsibility of this
National Government to have its plans perfected in a vast and
practical scheme to make sure that in the years immediately following the war food, work, and homes are found for all.
No airy visions, no party doctrines, no party prejudices, no
political appetites, no vested interests, must stand in the way of
the simple duty of providing beforehand for food , work, and hom~s .
They must be prepared now, during the war. These plans must
be prepared, and they must come into action just like, when war
breaks out, general mobilization is declared. They must come into
action as soon as the victory is won.
MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL

London, November 9, 1943
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W
e must ... rely in the main upon a considerable expansion
of exports. Tl}.ey are our lifeblood. Upon them will largely depend
our standard of life after the war, and our future hopes and plans
for the betterment of this country greatly rest upon them. Nonation's interest in the maximum growth and freedom of commerce
will be as great as ours. We shall want to secure as large a volume of international commerce under conditions as free from
restrictions as is possible consistent with our commitments.
SIR KINGSLEY WOOD
House of Commons, February 2, 1943
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ur policy is to develop
civil aviation as a service of
mankind. I believe it is vitally
necessary for the economic
and political security of the
world that air transport shall
be developed on the basis of international cooperation. There
m1:1st be no return to the prewar system of unbridled competition leading to political rivalry between the nations.

MR. CLEMENT R. ATTLEE

House of Commons, June 1, 1943

econ~mic

Yau cannot have efficient and_
operation of the shipping of the world unless you have international cooperation ....
That is why I have said ... and why I repeat, that the Government
are prepared to work with other like-minded Governments in establishing the conditions under which the shipping of the world
can be carried on .... The collaboration among the United Nations
must be comparable to that in the war itself.
MR. PHILIP NOEL-BAKER

House of Commons, July 14, 1943
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T

here have been built up combined boards and committees of
every sort and kind, and the experts of different nations are daily
working in close harmony, planning and controlling the resources
and the policies of the United Nations. Those mechanisms of international collaboration created for the purposes of war will provide
an invaluable weapon with which we can together fight poverty,
unemployment. and ill-health, which are ever the enemies of peace .
SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS

London, January 1, 1943

B eware of complacency, beware of seeking just for security,
beware of setting before yourselves a low and materialist ideal.
Civilization has nearly in these days suffered shipwreck, not because of the power of its enemies, but because of the slackness of
its defenders. Let us never again take .safety-first for our watchword, but let us have faith that victory is to those who are prepared to take risks and that, to achieve the victory of man's spirit
over the dangers that beset it. we need courage and faith to dare
and dare and dare again.
MR. CLEMENT R. ATTLEE
Carmarthen, September 3, 1943
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